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GRAPHIC
PAPER

Speciality Papers
HIGH QUALITY PREMIUM PAPER
FAVINI - MILANO



NATURAL ROUGH SURFACE

BIANCO
FLASH

SHADES OF WHITE

Bianco Flash
White Master

120g, 170g
200g, 320g

Bianco Flash
Ivory

120g, 170g
200g, 300g

Bianco Flash
Natural

120g, 160g
200g, 300g

Biancoflash is the Italian word for whiteness and quality and the name for 
our original brand of calendered paper.

Biancoflash is the support chosen by designers, companies and printers 
as it is the ideal paper for catalogues and for numerous uses in the field 
of design, thanks to its excellent printability.



DOLCE
VITA

Dolce Vita
White

120g, 200g, 270g

Dolce Vita
Ivory

200, 270g

Dolce Vita Prisma
Soft White

140g, 250g

Dolce Vita is a natural look paper with an enhanced surface to obtain a 
print result close to that of a matt coated paper. This paper maintains the 
tactile characteristics of an uncoated paper but with colour resolution, 
brightness and image output of a matt coated paper.

The optimal rigidity and the high bulk combined with an unusual and inno-
vative touch feeling makes Dolce Vita the favourite product for any print-
ing and packaging applications.   



-

CONTACT
PACK

NATURAL ROUGH SURFACE

Contact Pack
White

120g, 200g, 300g

Contact Pack
Ivory

120g, 200g, 300g

Contact Pack is a range of papers and boards made with high quality 
virgin pulp. Optimized for use for folding boxes and cases, tags and POS 
materials as well as wrapping material for rigid boxes. Ideal for  calendars, 
covers, envelopes and greeting cards. Its natural rough surface, high 
whiteness, excellent resistance to light combined with superior stiffness 
and first-class creasing properties make it the definitive product for luxury 
packaging. Available in white and ivory, it is suitable for offset printing and 
silk-screen, hot foil and embossing. 

Contact Pack is recyclable, biodegradable and FSC™ certified.  



NATURAL ROUGH SURFACE

ARALDA

Aralda
120g

Aralda
280g

Our timeless ivory paper ideal for publishing; Aralda. It has an elegant 
light ivory shade and is recognisable by its smooth surface, good bulk 
and a distinctive natural matt finish.

Aralda Label is a pure cellulose laid paper with a delicate ivory shade. 
Recommended for labels, it is resistant to humidity and wet-strength.
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